
CW60WH Wall Control
SPECIFICATION and INSTRUCTION SHEET

NOTE: If fan or supply wires are different colors than indicated, have this unit installed by a qualified electrician. 

   WARNING
To avoid possible electrical shock, be sure electricity is 
turned off at the main fuse box before wiring.  
NOTE: If you are not sure if the outlet box is grounded, 
contact a licensed electrician for advise, as it must be 
grounded for safe operation.
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INSTALLING THE WALL CONTROL:

WALL CONTROL FUNCTIONS:

0: Power Off
1: Low Speed
2: Medium Speed
3: High Speed

Light Switch:

Fan Speed Switch:

0: POWER OFF , 
Turn switch counterclockwise to increase 
light and clockwise to dim it.

DESCRIPTION: One ceiling fan & light wall control, 3 fan speeds with light dimming switch
ELECTRICAL SPECS: 120 Volts, 60 Hertz, Fan 1.5 amp, Light Rating 300W (max.) 

4 Wire Installation
FAN  MODELS  USED: most Fanimation fans - see catalog or visit our website, 
                                       www.fanimation.com for more information  

Figure 1

1. Disconnect the power and remove the existing wall plate 
    and switch.
2. If your ceiling fan is equipped with a pull chain switch, make 
    sure to set the speed control at the highest speed and light 
    kit at power on before installing the wall control.
3. Set the knob and light switch of the wall-mounted control in 
    the off (0) position.
4. Make wire connections and secure with wire nuts supplied. 
    (Figure 1)

5. Carefully push all connected wires inside wall switch box.

6. Secure the wall-mounted control to the outlet box with two 
screws provided. Then, the face plate attaches the wall control 
with two painted screws. (Figure 2)
7. Restore power 
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＊ Connect the Black wire from the wall-mounted control with 
the wire from the A. C. power supply.
＊ Connect the Black wire from the wall-mounted control with 
the Black wire from the ceiling fan.
＊ Connect the Blue wire from the wall-mounted control with  
the Blue wire from the ceiling fan.
＊ Connect the green/yellow wire from the ceiling fan with the 
ground wire.

   WARNING
Check to see that all connections are tight, including ground, 
and that no bare wire is visible at the wire connectors, 
except for the ground wire. Do not operate fan unless 
blades are in place. Noise and fan damage could result.
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